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Average Maintained 
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(Horizontal) (FC)
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Footcandles 

(Vertical)(FC)

Range of Maintained 

Footcandles 

(Vertical) (FC)

Lighting Zone 3  (Urban) 1.5 .75 ‐ 3 0.8 .4 ‐ 1.6

Lighting Zone 2 (Suburban) 1 .5 ‐ 2 0.6 .3 ‐ 1.2

**Lighting Zone 1 (Residential) 0.5 .25 ‐ 1 0.4 .2 ‐ .8

         During our visit to Parkfairfax on May 11th, 2021, we confirmed that the 
parking lots and surrounding walkways have very low light levels. Besides just 

switching out your existing fixtures into more powerful and resourceful LED 
fixtures, there are a few different options that we can explore. 

Option 1) Add more floods to the existing buildings to provide more light to 
wherever you want your needs may be. 

Option 2) Add more of the decorative post top fixtures that would be similar to the 
existing ones that are by the pools. 

Option 3) Add some decorative bollards throughout to light up those dark walkways. 
There are also solar bollards that could be an option we could explore if that's 

something that interests you.

*All of these options would be dependent on how accessible power will be. Labor costs for projects 
like this would be hard to estimate. So once we really figure out what type of project you want to 

pursue, then a scope of work and more accurate labor numbers can be gathered.

Pages 2-7 are specification sheets and photos on what we recommend to replace 
the existing fixtures and the three options to add more fixtures. 

Pages 8 will show the site map and pages 9-21 will show the footcandle levels 
found when we were on site. The table below is the IES Recommendations for 

lighting levels. Lighting zone 1 is the recommended light levels for the residential 
use of these areas. Comparing these recommended numbers to what we were 

reading, you can see that your existing light levels are much lower.

Parking (Open) (Medium Activity)

SUMMARY

**RECOMMENDED MINIMUM LIGHT LEVELS
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Shown below, is the specification sheet 
for the Sylvania UltraLED Mini Wallpack. 

This would be for the 50 existing 
wallpacks like the one shown in the 

photo to the right. We recommend the 15-
watt wallpack that is priced at around 

$55 per fixture.
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Shown below, is the specification sheet 
for the Sylvania ValueLED Slim Floodlight. 
This would be for the 309 existing flood 
fixtures like the one shown in the photo 
to the right. We recommend the 50-watt 
flood that is priced at around $125 per 

fixture.
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This is the NLS Classic 1 fixture that we recommend as an option to getting better 
light levels throughout the walkways on the property. We would need to get 

confirmation that power would be able to be provided before we start specifying 
locations for them. These are priced at $745 per fixture, along with about $600 per 

pole. The next page is a glimpse at what it would possibly look like with these 
installed in the walkways between buildings. 
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The photo below is a similar look at what the Classic 1 fixture would look like 
installed in the walkways from the parking lots to between the buildings. 
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This is the NLS Radian Bollard that we recommend as an option to getting better light levels 
throughout the walkways on the property. We would need to get confirmation that power 

would be able to be provided before we start specifying locations for them. These are priced 
at approximately $635 per bollard. The next page is a glimpse at what it would possibly look 

like with these installed in the walkways between buildings. Another route that could be 
specified would be a solar bollard. If this is something that would interest you, options can 

be looked into.
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The photo below is a look at what the Radian bollard would look like installed in the 
walkways from the parking lots to between the buildings. 
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Site Map:  Parkfairfax- Alexandria, VA
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